
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE    

 

  

Scott Abbott Announces the Launch of BOS-UP, to Help Startups  

and Small Businesses Build, Run, and Scale Great Companies 
 

Award-winning entrepreneur, angel investor, business and executive coach, and best-

selling author Scott Abbott, announces the official launch of his new venture BOS-UP, 

which specializes in helping startups and small businesses quickly and cost-effectively 

learn, implement, and benefit from a software-based Business Operating System (BOS).  

 

 

INDIANAPOLS, IN (August 29, 2023) – Scott Abbott is excited to announce 

the launch of his new company BOS-UP® - which provides the most 

simple, effective, and affordable solution to help startups and small 

businesses (with approximately 10 employees or less) learn, implement, 

and leverage a proven, software-based business operating system (BOS).  

 

“Lots of startups and small businesses struggle when it comes to the best 

way to build, run, and grow their company,” said Scott Abbott, Founder & 

CEO of BOS-UP. “Thanks to our partnership with Ninety® and leveraging 

their 90os™ platform - BOS-UP delivers the fastest, simplest, and most 

cost-effective solution for owners and their leadership teams, to utilize and 

benefit from a customized, software-based business operating system.”   

 

Through BOS-UP’s 1-day Learning, Development & Application (LDA) 

Workshops, participants learn the foundational concepts, tools, and 

disciplines that it takes to establish, manage, and deliver their best vision, 

strategy, productivity, and results - while simultaneously being taught how 

to best establish, integrate and harness 90os™. As part of the BOS-UP 

workshop, participants also leverage an innovative workbook, that fuses 



 

 

“context with code,” enabling them to understand the primary reasons, 

functions, and benefits with their customized business operating system. 

 

BOS-UP’s live and interactive workshops are delivered virtually through 

Zoom®, and in-person by credentialed facilitators. In addition to their 

focused curriculum and powerful training materials, they embrace modern 

teaching techniques to make the experience accessible, fun, and impactful. 

The workshops only take 1-day to complete (8 hours in total), are just $500 

per person (or $850 for two), and the 90os™ software is an easy $16 per-

user, per-month, and no contract required (with the first 30 days free). Also, 

if after 30 days from completing the BOS-UP workshop and doing their best 

to leverage 90os™ as instructed, during the free trial period - and an 

attendee doesn’t think the workshop and 90os™ will help their company 

succeed - they can get 100% of their workshop money back, guaranteed.   

 

Says Scott, “With BOS-UP, we’re feeling like a modern-day Robin Hood. 

Candidly, we are taking a lot of the proven concepts, tools, and disciplines 

that larger companies can afford to hire expensive advisors, consultants, 

and coaches for … and we’re bringing these assets to the startups and 

small businesses through a fast, simple, and cost-effective turnkey 

solution.” Abbott goes on to say that in addition to the 1-day workshops, 

BOS-UP will be rolling out and supporting a Peer Groups Program, that 

helps owners learn, grow, and prosper after they finish their workshop.  

 

For information on BOS-UP, visit www.bos-up.work.  

To contact Scott Abbott, email scott@bos-up.work.   

http://www.bos-up.work/
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